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The Composer

The music of award-winning composer Michael Rickelton “seizes the ear” (Gramophone). 
An experienced composer of solo, chamber, and orchestral works, Michael has a particularly 
strong and critically acclaimed affinity for the voice. “There is a quality that distinguishes his 
music, catching one’s ear in beauty and style” (soprano Phyllis Bryn-Julson). Michael’s choral 

and vocal works have received honors in the Pacific  
Chorale Young Composers’ Competition, the Gregg 
Smith Choral Composition Contest, the Ithaca College 
Choral Composition Contest, the Southeastern Com-
posers’ League Arnold Sallop Memorial Composition 
Contest, and the Bluffton College Choral Composition 
Contest. His orchestral works have also been lauded: 

recent compositions for orchestra were selected for performance at the Baltimore Symphony 
Orchestra Young Composers Readings and the American Composers Orchestra EarShot 
Readings with the Nashville Symphony. Other recent performances have been presented  
by the Baltimore Choral Arts Society, the Choir of the Washington National Cathedral,  
and the Pacific Chorale’s John Alexander Singers, who recorded his setting of Dana  
Gioia’s Pentecost.

Michael is also an active performer and educator, serving on the music faculties of the 
Peabody Conservatory, the Johns Hopkins University, and Towson University. As a singer, 
he performs regularly with organizations throughout the Baltimore and Washington, DC 
Metroplex. A native of Charlotte, North Carolina, Michael earned the Bachelor of Music 
degree in music education from Lipscomb University in Nashville, Tennessee, where he 

studied composition with Jerome Reed. In the summer of 2005, Michael received a  
scholarship to attend the European American Musical Alliance program at the École Normale  
de Musique in Paris, France, studying with Claude Baker and Narcís Bonet. Michael 
received both his Master’s and Doctor of Musical Arts Degrees in composition from the 
Peabody Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, where he studied with 
Michael Hersch. Recent seasons have included stints as composer-in-residence with The 
Bridge Ensemble and St. David’s Episcopal Church in Baltimore. He currently resides in 
Baltimore with his wife, Emily, and sons, Clayton and AJ.

The Music

Supremely lyrical, the vocal compositions of Michael Rickelton flow organically in careful 
counterpoint with the texts upon which they are based. The music is pliant and evocative, 
rooted in the tension-and-release structures of the tonal system, calling to mind the tradition 
of Lieder and art song. Rickelton’s deep familiarity with this lineage is made evident in his 
conjuration of the musical realms which frame the text: the textures, counterpoint, and 
harmonic world of the piano create an environment which the singer inhabits, a network of 
pitches and lines holding aloft the vocal line and clarifying the musical interpretation of the 
poetry. The three cycles featured on this disc—Time and Memory, Battle Songs, and Impossible  
Season—grow from this common foundation of technique, though wielded and welded  
differently to generate the emotion, tone, and discourse that make each work unique.

Time and Memory sets texts of Pennsylvania poet William S. Trout. Reveling in natural 
imagery, the poetry is notable not only for its adherence to traditional metrical forms and 

The Composer

the music
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The third movement is one of two intermezzi, excursions for solo piano that reflect on 
Trout’s text. This first intermezzo—meditating on March—investigates a new harmonic 
space, hinted at in the first two songs, but not yet fully explored. Words like “waste” and 
“stutter” are evoked in the tense angularity of the lines, occasionally relaxing into lush  
passagework.

Proceeding is a text autumnal in subject matter and in tone, a centerpiece for the structure 
of the work. September Noon contains resonances of past and future: “stuttering,” “drifts,” 
and “grief ” are ideas previously explored; imagery such as “crickets,” “sun,” and illustrative 
tone clusters are yet to come. The G minor-tinged harmonies, coupled with vocal lines 
alternating between resignation and nostalgia, make the bold references to color all the more 
poignant: “scarlet tomatoes and the dense dye of goldenrod,” accompanied by flourishes 
of counterpoint, prepare the prismatic touch of harmonic departure at “cobalt blue.” This 
reverie lasts but a moment, until we are returned to the shadow of approaching winter, and 
the cooling, slightly raw chords of the movement’s beginning. 

The intermezzo that follows—a reflection on Abendrot—once again explodes the harmonic 
palette. While the harmonies of September Noon cool and reminisce, those of the fifth move-
ment slowly burn, moving from consonance to occasionally stinging chords, reaching their 
apotheosis in fistfuls of chromatic harmonies which unfurl in rapid, up-flung gestures. 
These intermezzi offset the wistful remembrance of the other movements: the implacability 
of time and season act outside the pacing and harmonic framework of the human experience 
of time. Amidst this, touchstones of memory provide pathways for our experiences. This is 
perhaps most clearly heard in movement six, Fourth Act. Here, the music alternates between 
reminiscence—represented by melodies illuminating the descriptive imagery—and active 

rhyme schemes, but also in the way it subverts these—for instance, the frequent use of  
enjambment to counteract the potential pitfall of sing-song rhythms. Rickelton is sensitive 
to this: though hints at strophic, verse-like structures permeate the work, the melodies at 
times freely diverge, branching organically from the original statement. 

We hear this in the opening song, Lulled by the drift of rain, where an initial tune emerges 
from a gentle pulsing texture in the piano. It then settles downwards, to be taken up by 
the voice. This melody is heard again, first in the voice—“Under the retreating thunder’s 
rush”—before it takes off, free-wheeling, rhapsodizing the beauty of the natural world.  
Fragments of the introductory tune break off in the accompanying counterpoint, coalescing 
into clusters which push towards a climax: “And I remembered such exuberance.” The  
musical emphasis upon memory will be played out in the following movements. In the 
denouement, the clusters unfold, line gently recedes into texture, and the lulling, drifting 
melody returns once more against the lilting pulse of the piano. 

This first movement prepares the listener for the discourse between Trout’s poetry and 
Rickelton’s music. Melodic lines become the originary point from which the voice and piano 
emerge and diverge, freely evolving. The listener can hear this in Sic Transit, particularly in 
the way Rickelton sets “As up to spangle-star the ball curves, suspends, and starts its fall.” 
Though the text-setting here is clearly illustrative, almost Handelian—a bouncy, jaunty line 
for “ball,” a sinuous motive for “curves,” a held note for “suspends,” and a downward gesture 
for “fall”—rarely are Rickelton’s choices meant purely for effect. These motives are either 
echoes of previous material or serve to prefigure future development: the gesture for “ball” 
returns later at “Bite the dusk with harsh spite,” infecting the piano with smoky,  
acrid counterpoint.
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Buena Vista begins in the same tonal center as Concord, F minor. Muffled drum-beats initi-
ate the action, preparing the entrance of the baritone, who intones this excerpt of Theodore 
O’Hara’s Bivouac of the Dead. A rhythmic, driving passage follows. In contrast to the open-
ing passage, as well as the style utilized in Time and Memory, the text-setting is organized in 
patterned phrase-lengths, serving to amplify the rhythmic impetus. The poetry inhabits this 
atmosphere, granting fleeting, quickening life to the imagery of soldiers sent to their deaths. 
The section culminates in a tone cluster, deep in the piano’s register, evaporating once again 
into the drums of the beginning, a diminuendo into memory. 

Herman Melville’s Shiloh: A Requiem provides the text for the third movement, the only 
song of the cycle to begin in a key other than F minor (here, we begin in B-flat major). 
Wistful yet weighty, a hymn-like tune floats upon deep bass octaves. The melodic material 
gradually expands, the elongated interior phrases of the hymn beckoning the listener to the 
church of Shiloh. At first the church is described in a present experience; then a hint at the 
“solaced ones;” and finally, arriving in a mourning B-flat minor as the past resounds about 
the space. This interior moment circles around the dominant pitch, F, as a specter pacing 
about its earthly habitation. The memorialized experience lingers in a piano interlude, before 
all is dissolved in the closing refrain.

We return to F minor in the last movement, a setting of John McCrae’s In Flanders Fields. 
A chaconne-like progression powerfully unfolds: the voice moves easily between a funereal 
march and a lyrical paean to the soldiers’ memory. An impassioned passage beginning with 
a fresh meter—two striking measures of 6/8—allow the dead to speak of their earthly life. 
Throughout the song, the piano follows the voice with contrapuntal trails: again, as in  

experience—the chirping cricket, enacted through the rhythmic, illustrative piano texture. 
The alternation between experienced time and remembered time lies at the heart of the 
suite. The listener is guided along an imagined pathway, strewn with echoes and connections 
that double-back on themselves or branch out to new possibilities, occasionally reaching 
moments where the real world is forced into view. 

The intrusion of the real upon the remembered is in full view in the final movement, In 
March. Ripples of previous ideas appear here: the G minor of September Noon, the upward-
thrusting harmonies of the intermezzi, and the alternations of time, represented here by 
chant-like phrases juxtaposed with lyrical lines. We end with gentle pulsings, emerging from 
the “rune, cruelly disguised.” This texture is like that of the first movement, but transformed 
through the experience of memory and time.

Battle Songs presents four vignettes, unified by a common theme: the remembrance of  
pre-World War II conflicts. These act upon each other not as interlaced echoes, as in Time 
and Memory, but as paintings framed in a gallery, their sum aesthetic impact generated as 
much by their contrasts as their commonalities.

Concord, a setting of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s Concord Hymn, begins with driving force,  
low in the piano. Occasional adjustments to the meter offset one’s rhythmic expectations, 
keeping the listener on edge. Rickelton’s melodic sensitivity shines through in the vocal  
writing, though altered somewhat in appropriate response to the text’s content. Here,  
there is an angularity created by unexpected chromatic turns of the knife, occasional  
thrusting leaps, and accented rhythmic propulsions. Though there are pools of calmer  
action and reminiscence, this angular style adds an anxious energy to the scene, preparing 
the movements to come.
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the incisive harmonies that begin the movement. These ideas expand in range throughout 
the movement, reinforcing the composer’s tempo indication: “Somewhat distant, with a 
growing presence.” Biting gestures and the repetition of the opening harmonic ideas instill 
a sense of inevitability, culminating in the great rushes in the piano underneath the singer’s 
imprecation: “the dregs of the bottle, the end of the line, the laggard, the loser, the last one 
to know.” A return to the initial texture signals the close of the movement, stretched out by 
a measured rallentando culminating in a rich yet bitter harmony, low in the piano. 

A rapturous storm cloud of notes are released at the start of the final movement, The End of 
a Season. We seem to happen upon this music mid-event, just recently climaxed and now 
ever so gradually dissipating. After this seeming rainfall, colors appear in the air, whole-tone 
chords shimmering in the midst of the piano texture. The singer enters amidst this lacework 
of notes, passionately relating the witnessed beauty. As we come to realize, though, there 
is no one present to hear these exhortations: the singer’s audience is only the surrounding 
world, the light, and storm, and the “impossible season.” Here, Rickelton’s lyricism is in full 
force, culminating in a climax which yearns to hold back the progression of events (impos-
sible, indeed). Also evident is Rickelton’s keen awareness of the interaction of text, music, 
and time. The final words are meted out carefully, measured against the background pulse, 
before the piano provides a closing meditation that gathers together the past harmonic 
events: a musing on time, and on memory.

Shiloh, we experience a spectral afterimage. The final, imploring lines yield to the piano, 
which resonates wordlessly, referencing the earlier statements: “between the crosses,” “loved 
and were loved,” and, finally, “In Flanders Fields the poppies grow.”

Impossible Season sets four poems by renowned poet Dana Gioia. Each movement  
presents a relationship at a fault line, on or past the point of breaking and inviting absence. 
Accomplice features supple counterpoint built upon a disjunct melody filtering through the 
piano, a refrain refracted. Meanwhile, the voice alternates between lyrical statements and 
freewheeling moments, sweeping towards a romantic tangle of notes. The movement ends  
in an aching coupling of tones, strident clusters at the top register of the piano. 

Parts of Summer Weather captures the air of nostalgia and love at midsummer: languid chords 
and a stretched triplet figure provide the mis en scene in the piano, while the voice wafts 
gently, evoking the buoyed curtains Gioia describes. Here, an emphasis on harmonic blocks, 
rather than the flexible counterpoint of the first movement, allows the listener to appreciate 
the moment-to-moment events. Arpeggiated chords at words such as “room” and “alone” 
summon a mingled sense of hope and regret. The final strains of the movement, “no words 
spoken, no message left,” build to a desirous climax, only to be undercut in the last phrase, 
“the room so quiet, and you gone.” The piano, unmoored from its harmonic tethers, floats 
downwards to a last statement of the stretched triplets, preceding a resonant cadence.

The text of The Heart of the Matter, in four stanzas, alternates between lists of increasingly 
bleak imagery and the description of an encounter between the speaker and another figure. 
The implication is of separation and loss, betrayal, and an understated rebuke. Each stanza 
in Rickelton’s setting focuses upon A and B-flat, the melodic semitone emerging from 
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The twilight.
 From the hemlock’s peak
The cynic starling bends an eye
Scornful—crassly, utterly.

Now the street lamps, bluish-white,
Bite the dusk with harsh spite;
Cut the smoke of burning leaves
That eddying, slowly rising, weaves
Forms essentially as sound
As these that wrestle on the ground.
Incuriously earth’s shoulder turns,
To hoist the rude funeral urns.

3. Intermezzo (reflection on March)
March brooms the empty countryside
And litters all the gutters
With chattering waste, and far and wide
The silly sparrow stutters.

from March

The Texts

TIME AND MEMORY: Suite for voice and piano on poems of William S. Trout
1. Lulled by the drift of rain
Lulled by the drift of rain, the season pushed
Among the darkening stones above the sleepers;
Under the retreating thunder’s rush
The sycamores fanned out their plumed sweep;
And all the spangled roadside brimmed over,
Starring the beggarly ditches with blue disks
Of wild chicory, with the sprawling clover
Escaped from hayfields, and with the Queen’s mist.
And I remembered: such exuberance
You love always—whatever thrives and thrusts
Root and tendril, breeding flower and pod.
I thought: By contrast, only the interlude,
Of winter’s slow reduction to the clod,
To the frosted husk—such only can I trust.

2. Sic Transit
Into evening’s resolute chill
Rises the urchin’s shrill yell,
As up to spangle-star the ball
Curves, suspends, and starts its fall.
Then the hurtling bodies streak

The Texts
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Save for the cricket under the cope
Of lichened stone—he clacks his mill,
Shivering there, not granting yet
That August is gone, September fled,
October waning, and the threat
Of winter leveled at his head;
And boys with clubs now shout and throw
Under the shell-bark hickory trees;
And over the sleepy woods the crow
Flaps and caws his stridencies.
But, cricket, be quiet, for all is over—
Be decently quiet, and under cover.

7. In March
One task awaits the baffled will;
But yesterday, kneeling there,
I foresaw the ineffable
Less ambiguous to face
Alone, despite the lack of grace…

Then lightly, down the Easter air,
Brittle in its rigorous chill,
Three amber bees rowed carefully
Near, to spy, with musing hum,
Heather and chrysanthemum.

4. September Noon
The wrens have gone: that stuttering no more stirs
The clear airs of morning; the last of nine
Once fledgings has departed. The green burrs
Nestle prickly in the grass; a scent of wine
Drifts from the arbour; the warm garden smell
Lies in layers beneath a heavier sun,
Throbbed through at noon by the crickets’ rackety swell.—
The saunter into autumn has begun.
And through this opulence that drugs the sense
With wafts of odor and the cool burning
Of scarlet tomatoes and the dense dye
Of goldenrod, under this brooding sky
Of cobalt blue, glides the shadow whence
All grief in born, remorselessly returning.

5. Intermezzo (reflection on Abendrot)
Looked up once;
The sky was pink—
Suffusion, brimming
Steady rose.
 from Abendrot
 
6. Fourth Act
Umber and rust on the ragged slope
Smoulder; almost the day is still,
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Spirit, that made those heroes dare
To die, and leave their children free,
Bid Time and Nature gently spare
The shaft we raise to them and thee. 

9. Buena Vista (Theodore O’Hara)
The muffled drum’s sad roll has beat
No more on Life’s parade shall meet
That brave and fallen few.

No rumor of the foe’s advance
Now swells upon the wind;
No troubled thought at midnight haunts
Of loved ones left behind;

Long had the doubtful conflict raged
O’er all that stricken plain,
For never fiercer fight had waged
The vengeful blood of Spain;
And still the storm of battle blew,
Still swelled the glory tide;
Not long, our stout old chieftain knew,
Such odds his strength could bide.

’Twas in that hour his stern command
Called to a martyr’s grave

I stared dully as I knelt,
Querying resurrection brave
Enough to quest what honey dwelt
Meagre by a three-years’ grave;
And heart felt—though mind despised—
A rune, cruelly disguised.

BATTLE SONGS
8. Concord (“Concord Hymn”—Ralph Waldo Emerson)
By the rude bridge that arched the flood,
Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled,
Here once the embattled farmers stood,
And fired the shot heard round the world.

The foe long since in silence slept with;
Alike the conqueror silent sleeps with;
And Time the ruined bridge has swept
Down the dark stream which seaward creeps.

On this green bank, by this soft stream,
We set today a votive stone with;
That memory may their deed redeem,
When, like our sires, our songs are gone.
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Foemen at morn, but friends at eve —
 Fame or country least their care:
(What like a bullet can undeceive!)
 But now they lie low,
While over them the swallows skim,
 And all is hushed at Shiloh.

11. In Flanders Fields (John McCrae)
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
 That mark our place; and in the sky
 The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
 Loved and were loved, and now we lie
  In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
 The torch; be yours to hold it high.
 If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
  In Flanders fields.

The flower of his beloved land,
The nation’s flag to save.
By rivers of their fathers’ gore
His first-born laurels grew,
And well he deemed the sons would pour
Their lives for glory too.

Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead!
Dear as the blood ye gave;
Where Valor proudly sleeps.
  from The Bivouac of the Dead 

10. Shiloh (“Shiloh: A Requiem” – Herman Melville)
Skimming lightly, wheeling still,
 The swallows fly low
Over the field in clouded days,
 The forest-field of Shiloh —
Over the field where April rain
Solaced the parched ones stretched in pain
Through the pause of night
That followed the Sunday fight
 Around the church of Shiloh —
The church so lone, the log-built one,
That echoed to many a parting groan
 And natural prayer
 Of dying foemen mingled there —
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we lie in silence saying more
than anything we hoped to say.

And yet I wake an hour later,
reach out and find myself alone.
No words spoken, no message left,
the room so quiet, and you gone.

14. The Heart of the Matter
The heart of the matter, the ghost of a chance,
A tremor, a fever, an ache in the chest.
The moth and the candle beginning their dance,
A cool white sheet on which nothing will rest.

Come sit beside me. I’ve waited alone.
What you need to confess I already know.
The scent of your shame is a heavy cologne
That lingers for hours after you go.

The dregs of the bottle, the end of the line,
The laggard, the loser, the last one to know.
The unfinished book, the dead-end sign,
And last summer’s garden buried in snow.

You stand by the window and follow the cars
As their headlights climb the hill’s black dome,

IMPOSSIBLE SEASON
Texts by Dana Gioia
12. Accomplice
In dusty fields I harvested the vine
And sweated at the lever as the grapes were pressed.
My aching hands still clutched their vagrant wages,
Sleeping in the cold barracks of the dispossessed.

But now at dawn, beyond the reach of reason,
I wake in the chateau between your tangled sheets,
My sunburnt arm across your naked shoulder,
The mute accomplice of our mutual defeat.

13. Parts of Summer Weather
The window open and the summer air
drifts slowly through the darkened room.
The curtains lift enough to see
a starless night and heavy moon.

Upstairs a radio plays out
the songs we’ve overheard together
so many nights now that they seem
like one more part of summer weather.

And under darkness and the breeze
with sheets and blankets stripped away
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The Performers

Pianist Hsiao-Ying Lin holds the Doctor of Musical Arts and Master of Music degrees in 
piano performance from the Peabody Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University, under 
the tutelage of Ellen Mack. Lin served as the Coordinator of the Peabody Conservatory’s ac-
companying program and as a graduate assistant in accompanying on full scholarship. She is 

currently on the faculty of the Peabody Preparatory, and 
serves as a collaborative pianist at the Peabody Conserva-
tory, the Johns Hopkins Medical Institute Choral Soci-
ety, and the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. 
Lin holds the position of Associate Music Director at 
Second Presbyterian Church of Baltimore. Lin performs 
internationally as a soloist, collaborative artist and cham-

ber musician in venues such as Weill Recital Hall of Carnegie Hall, the Great Hall Series 
presented by the Chamber Music Society of Maryland, the Strathmore Mansion Concert 
Series, the Steinway Series at Smithsonian American Art Museum, and the National Concert 
Hall in Taiwan. Lin has been a top-prize winner in numerous national and international 
competitions. Lin is the recipient of the Sidney Friedberg Prize (2012) in chamber music, as 
well as the Clara Arschfeld Award (2011), Peabody Preparatory Awards (2013), and Sarah 
Stulman Zierler Prize (2016) in accompanying.

The lives that they carry are distant as stars,
And none will return to carry us home.

15. The End of a Season
I wanted to tell you how I walked tonight
down the hillside to the lake
after the storm had blown away
and say how everything suddenly seemed so clear
against the sparkling, rain-soaked streets
cold and bright as starlight.

I wanted to wake you up, despite the hour,
and drag you out into the dark
crisp air to feel the end of winter,
the cold we cursed so long
slipping away – and suddenly so precious
now that it was leaving.

But there is no one to come back to now,
only the night, its wind and rain, the chill
magnificence of its borrowed light,
the touch of this impossible season.

the performers
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Praised by Washington Life as a “consistent standout,” 
bass-baritone Matt Sullivan has enjoyed an active 
career as a concert artist throughout the east coast and 
Europe. Highlights have included performances of Bach’s 
Trauerode (BWV 198) and Hasse’s Miserere with Masaaki 
Suzuki at the Lincoln Center, Brahms’s Ein Deutsches 
Requiem with David Hill, Herzogenberg’s Die Geburt 

Christi with Marguerite Brooks, Bach’s Magnificat with Juilliard415, and an eastern Euro-
pean/Russian tour of Pärt’s Passio with Yale Schola Cantorum including Matt’s Estonian 
debut in the presence of the composer. Other recent solo engagements have included Bach’s 
Missa Brevis in G Minor (BWV 235) and Matthäus-Passion (BWV 244a), Händel’s Messiah, 
Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610, and Faure’s Requiem. Matt has appeared in critically-acclaimed 
performances with the Folger Consort, Elm City Consort, the Boston Early Music Festival, 
Peabody Consort, Baltimore Baroque Band, Mountainside Baroque, Opera Lafayette, and 
the American Opera Theatre. Originally from Baltimore, Maryland, Matt studied at the 
Peabody Conservatory and Yale University. He has studied under John Shirley-Quirk, Wil-
liam Sharp, and James Taylor.

Praised for his “dazzling clarity of tone and eloquence of phrasing” (Chestnut Hill Local), 
James Reese is an avid solo, chamber, and ensemble musician. James has performed on con-
cert stages throughout the USA and Europe. Highlights have included: Messiah with Nicolas 
McGeegan and Philharmonia Baroque; American Voices, a recording and tour of American 
music with Santa Fe Desert Chorale; Sila: the Breath of the World, a John Luther Adams world 
premiere at Lincoln Center; appearances with Choral Arts Philadelphia; tours of Spain and 

India with Yale Schola Cantorum and David Hill; his 
debut as a Bach evangelist in Weinachts-Oratorium with 
Choral Arts Philadelphia in 2016; and performances at 
Big Ears New Music Festival in Tennessee. 

James frequently appears with The Crossing, Chicago 
Bach Project, Choral Arts Philadelphia, The Thirteen, 

Ampersand, and Music of the Baroque. James has appeared as a soloist with Lyric Fest, Yale 
Schola Cantorum and Juilliard415, Choral Arts Philadelphia’s Bach@7, and the Green Lake 
Music Festival. He is a soloist on the GRAMMY-nominated album Bonhoeffer released by 
The Crossing in 2016.

An advocate for new music, James is a founding member of Philadelphia vocal sextet Vari-
ant 6, which performs virtuosic vocal chamber music (variantsix.com). He has premiered 
works by Caroline Shaw, Ted Hearne, David Lang, John Luther Adams, Judd Greenstein, 
Joel Puckett, Gabriel Jackson, and others. James holds degrees from Yale University and 
Northwestern University. He has studied with James Taylor, Ted Taylor, Kurt R. Hansen, 
Alan Darling, and Donald Nally.
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Based in Seattle, WA, award-winning pianist Ta Wei Tsai enjoys a multifaceted career as a 
performer and teacher. Ta Wei recently made his collaborative recital debut in New York 
City with soprano Melissa Wimbish, at the Weill Recital Hall of Carnegie Hall. Hav-
ing performed in Asia, Europe, and North America, highlights of Ta Wei’s recent concert 

seasons include performances with the U.S. Army Field 
Band at the Kennedy Center, in Washington D.C., as 
well as performing works under the guidance of Pulitzer 
Prize-winning composers Caroline Shaw, and John 
Luther Adams.

A native of Taiwan, Ta Wei immigrated to the United 
States at the age of 15, and earned both his Bachelor and Master’s degrees in piano per-
formance from the Peabody Institute of the Johns Hopkins University, in Baltimore, MD, 
where he served as a full-scholarship graduate assistant in accompanying. His mentors and 
teachers include Boris Slutsky, Marian Hahn, Sylvia Chambless, and A. Ramón Rivera. In 
addition to his love for music, Ta Wei is an avid reader, baseball fan, as well as a certified 
personal trainer.

Soprano Molly Grace Young is equally at home in stage, 
concert and recital repertoire. She is quickly building a 
presence in the Baltimore/DC region where she performs 
as a soloist and chamber musician. Solo appearances 
include Mozart’s Requiem, Vivaldi’s Gloria, Charpen-
tier’s Messe de Minuit, Handel’s Messiah, and Bernstein’s 
Chichester Psalms. She can also be heard on the Grammy-

nominated recording of Brahms’ Ein deutsches Requiem produced by the Miami-based 
ensemble Seraphic Fire with the Professional Choral Institute. Ms. Young has performed 
with The Washington Consort, the Concert Artists of Baltimore, Peabody Opera Theatre 
and the American Opera Theatre. She holds degrees in voice and early music from Western 
Michigan University and the Peabody Institute of the Johns Hopkins University, where she 
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  Michael Rickelton
   Time and Memory: suite for voice and  

piano on poems of William S. Trout [26:43]
 1 Lulled by the drift of rain [4:05]
 2 Sic Transit [3:19]
 3 Intermezzo (reflection on March) [1:46]
 4 September Noon [6:17]
 5 Intermezzo (reflection on Abendrot) [3:48]
 6 Fourth Act [2:55]
 7 In March [4:33]
  James Reese, tenor | Hsiao-Ying Lin, piano
  
  Battle Songs [16:26]
 8 Concord (Ralph Waldo Emerson) [3:48]
 9 Buena Vista (Theodore O’Hara) [3:39]
 10 Shiloh (Herman Melville) [4:18]
 11 In Flanders Fields (John McCrae) [4:41]
  Matt Sullivan, baritone | Hsiao-Ying Lin, piano

  Impossible Season (texts by Dana Gioia) [21:04]
 12 Accomplice [3:42]
 13 Parts of Summer Weather  [4:26]
 14 The Heart of the Matter [4:58]
 15 The End of a Season [7:58]
  Molly Young, soprano | Ta Wei Tsai, piano

  Total Time = 64:13
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